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Social media is a destructive platform that is taking away from youth in today's society

by, creating addiction, exposing personalized data, and destroying the mind. Social media creates

addiction. Personalized data has been exposed on algorithmic platforms. Social media is

destroying young minds. The two bills by Governor Kathy Hochul and Attorney General Letitia

James can shape our future into the enlightenment of evolution.

Social media creates addiction in the mind by driving the brain to produce dopamine

because of the feeling of pleasure being released in the neurons. For example, social media has

unstructured the ability to think and sleep as children are being manipulated by the platforms

built to affect youth. Algorithms are manipulative to the brain as optogenetics has proven that the

light being produced by algorithms controls the neurons. The brain has been disrupted from the

ability the shut down when it needs to. Social media platforms have provided children with feeds

that destroy their psychological and intrapersonal abilities, these effects have interfered with their

self-esteem and rejected the uniqueness of individuality. Social media has struck a lack of

self-awareness in women, which has boosted the rate of suicide and destroyed the clarity in

women. As a result, The Stop Addictive Feeds Exploration for Kids Act can reject the

destructive effects of social media and open the doors of a new path.

Personalized data has been exposed on algorithmic platforms and is creating an invasion of

privacy of child users on social media. For example, In modern-day society, current global

situations have resulted in the actions of children sharing their private and personal information



through social media, which can have an undesirable effect on their lives. However, Governor

Kathy Hochul and Attorney General, Letitia James are passing two bills to prevent these

detrimental outcomes on youth. The second bill, “The New York Child Data Act” has been

proven to protect children's private information from being shared with other platforms, sites, or

people. This act will allow parents to be able to control their children's social media accounts

because of the lack of attention that is spent. Additionally, children can be able to have a

different path in becoming a target of mental illness.

Social media is destroying the young minds of society because it is taking away from the

unique values and clarity of children. For example, the understanding of identity has been tucked

away from children, and are allowing societal standards such as double consciousness to dictate

their personal beliefs and actions. The women in society are being affected mostly because they

feel the need to change themselves because of other's views. The features of social media are

dictating and manipulating young minds and are creating mental illness to become the new

normal. Mental illness is predominantly affecting Americans as we become targets of social

media and are being taken away from self-esteem. In addition, The two bills are proven to free

children from being manipulated and dictated.

The two bills by Governor Kathy Hochul and Attorney General Letitia James can shape

our future into the enlightenment of evolution. The two bills, “Stop Addictive Feeds Exploration

for Kids Act” and “New York Child Data Protection Act” can guide youth to a better future and

freedom from mental entrapment. “The mind is a terrible thing to waste”, the minds of children

can be healed by accepting themselves and finding their clarity. The use of parents monitoring



social media platforms can build a better understanding and environment, to allow Americans to

take a step of evolution. The use of inner engineering can allow children to understand

themselves and reject the need of pleasure to find peace, freedom, and clarity from algorithm.


